Picture Book Palooza - Middle School
#picturebooks

**Family values**

- *Those Shoes* by Maribeth Boelts
  - KY476
- *Bud, Not Buddy* by Christopher Paul Curtis
  - HV757

**Struggling reader**

- *That Book Woman* by Heather Henson
  - JZ932
- *Fish in A Tree* by Lynda Mullaly Hunt
  - KW479

**Civil rights**

- *The Other Side* by Jacqueline Woodson
  - GR083
- *Night on Fire* by Ronald Kidd
  - KZ737

**Friendship**

- *Strictly No Elephants* by Lisa Manthchey
  - KX543
- *Nightingale's Nest* by Nikki Loftin
  - KV448

**Imagination**

- *Where the Wild Things Are* by Maurice Sendak
  - HJ015
- *A Wrinkle in Time* by Madeleine L'Engle
  - KM723